Workday Launch
Deployment Designed for the Medium Enterprise

Approach Overview

Go live with Workday on time, on budget, and with

To start, Workday or your trusted partner guides you through

lower risk.

a discovery process to understand your needs and content.

Workday Launch is preconfigured and built on our
extensive learnings from our medium enterprise

Our deployment methodology guarantees a consistent
approach and easy communication within the ecosystem.

deployments, so you can go live quickly and predictably.

You will be presented with a preconfigured tenant

And with a customer satisfaction rating of over 95

based on what we learned from the discovery process

percent, you can rest easy knowing we’ll deliver as

and medium enterprise best practices. This removes

promised now and into the future.

potentially costly guesswork that comes with starting
from scratch and accelerates planning.

Workday Launch highlights:

Since we preload your data into the tenant, you’ll be able

• Preconfigured—Using common artifacts from past

to see your data in action and make critical decisions with

medium enterprise deployments, this standard,

confidence from the start. You can then expand and refine

preconfigured package is the most effective,

the preconfigured prototype to ensure a perfect match.

lowest-risk way to get you live in four to six months.
• Fixed fee—With a fixed, low-cost approach, there’s

Workday Launch Packages

no need to worry about scope creep and exceeding

The Workday Launch package scope varies by region.

your budget.

Options can be added at any point during or after

• Continuous value—A wide range of training
and enablement tools help ensure that your
organization will be able to adopt and use
Workday with confidence and realize continuous
return on investment.

deployment. Please reach out to your Workday sales
representative to learn more.
After deployment, Workday provides a number of
resources to ensure you are getting the most out of your
investment including customer success, enablement,
training, and support. For more information, visit Services
on workday.com
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